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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Reactive Sensor Networks (RSN) project was funded as part of the DARPA IXO Sensor Information Technology (SensIT) program from July 1999 to May 2003. It consisted of a base project and one year extension. The program was based on a vision of sensor networks as virtual enterprises. A sensor network would be fielded by the military with certain goals in mind. The chaotic nature of the battlespace guarantees that mission parameters will change. The network would have to adapt in response to environmental constraints.
RSN developed multiple technologies to enable the network to adapt to changing mission parameters:
• Mobile code daemons support remote tasking of nodes and autonomous software reconfiguration.
• A distributed target-tracking algorithm enables the system to accurately track multiple targets with no single points of failure.
• Autonomous configuration of target classification software uses the mobile code infrastructure to choose the classification algorithms that best suit the current mix of targets in the field.
• Multiple sensing modalities were integrated into a tracking system at the PSU/ARL sensor network testbed.
• A distributed target counting application was derived and fielded. Analysis found that the density of sensors in the network limit the ability of the network to distinguish between targets.
All approaches were implemented, tested and validated. The PI and ARL engineers participated in an exercise at 29 Palms Marine Training Grounds. Demonstrations were given at multiple PI meetings. This included capstone projects. As the result of a Defense University Research Instrumentation Program (DURIP) project the PI was able to implement a testbed at PSU/ARL, where the technologies were thoroughly analyzed.
In addition, RSN produced a new design approach for networks of embedded systems. It is difficult to design scalable algorithms for these systems, since the algorithms need to accept random failures and environmental disruptions. To counter this, we have explored the use of cellular automata based tools. From our experience, these tools support an exploratory approach to system design that is very appropriate for use in implementing sensor networks.
1.
BACKGROUND
Embedded sensors are now part of large loosely coupled networks with mobile code and data. Data supply and demand are stochastic and unpredictable. Processing occurs concurrently on multiple processors. Applications are in hostile environments with noisecorrupted communication and failure prone components. Under these conditions, efficient operation cannot rely on static plans. Van Creveld has defined five characteristics hierarchical systems need to adapt to this type of environment [van Crefeld 1985 ,Czerwinski 1998 ]:
• Decision thresholds fixed far down in the hierarchy.
• Self-contained units exist at a low level.
• Information circulates from the bottom up and the top down.
• Commanders actively seek data to supplement routine reports.
• Informal communications are necessary.
Organizations based on this approach have been successful in market economies, war, and law enforcement [Cebrowski 1998 ]. Our approach is influenced by and consistent with these points.
Data requests pull data across the network. Sensors push information by providing timely data. Requests and data follow paths of least resistance through intermediate nodes.
Mobile data and code allow signal processing, Automatic Target Recognition (ATR), and target tracking to be done during data transmission. Processing is done robustly and efficiently by giving each node the ability to make limited local decisions using locally available information.
The Reactive Sensor Networks (RSN) project implement a prototype of this approach, combining the following technologies:
• Mobile code and data support • Integration of multiple sensing modalities • Autonomous software configuration • Distributed target tracking • Distributed target counting
The result was a distributed virtual enterprise that developed data flows in response to observed behaviors in the environment. Prototype implementations of these technologies were implemented and tested. Tests were performed both at 29 Palms Marine Training Ground and at testbeds designated by DARPA IXO management.
Results from analytical work was combined with experimental testing to reach the following conclusions:
• Self-organizing systems like the one proposed will be more dependable than systems with static hierarchies.
• Data association for distributed target tracking implementations has a lower computational complexity than centralized approaches.
• The amount of data traffic required for large scale distributed tracking implementations should be less than that required for centralized tracking approaches under situations like the test implementation at 29 Palms.
• The ability of these systems to infer information from their environment is limited by data sampling rates, which are in turn limited by the density of sensor platforms in the battlespace.
2.
STATEMENT OF PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
RSN's objective was to create and implement sensor network technologies that support system adaptation. Sensor network applications were to be fielded and these applications evaluated. Our goal was to prove that this approach was: (i) feasible, (ii) more dependable than existing approaches, and (iii) efficient. Proposed deliverables were:
• Mobile code infrastructure • Data fusion methodology • Design support methodology • Application implementations.
• Virtual Enterprise This report documents RSN's results. It explains how we succeeded in accomplishing these goals.
MOBILE CODE SUPPORT FOR SENSOR NETWORKS
Sensor networks are built on the premise of a multitude of nodes working cooperatively. These nodes must be very inexpensive, and thus have severe resource constraints. Among these constraints are battery power and storage capacity. Mass storage is needed for maintaining both sensor data and systems software. Many reasonable applications require storing large amounts of data locally, leaving little room for software storage. Traditionally embedded systems software has been very lean in order to save system memory and storage space. Once a system is in the field, it is traditionally impossible to modify its functionality without physically accessing the device. Only those tasks that are absolutely necessary are fielded and the system is immutable. In the context of sensor networks this means that in traditional systems:
• Each node has a fixed role.
• Its abilities are limited to a minimal subset of the desirable ones.
• Applications requiring target specific data and programs will be deployed with data and programs only for the target classes that are anticipated. This severely limits system functionality.
We have implemented lightweight mobile code daemons to overcome these limitations. Nodes are deployed with the software suite they are most likely to require. Should they attempt to use a function that is not currently present on the node, the system automatically locates another node containing the desired program, downloads the code and executes it. If there is not enough storage space currently available on the node, a garbage collection routine can be run to delete programs that are not currently needed. In many ways this functions like distributed cache or virtual memory systems. A hard resource limitation has been replaced with almost unlimited virtual storage. The cost of this is the power that will be expended transferring programs between nodes.
In exchange for this cost, node software can now be reconfigured dynamically. Node roles can change as required. Rarely used functionality is accessible as needed. Nodes can be deployed years in advance of their use and target classification routines can be updated before or during use. Enemy forces may acquire new armaments after system deployment. Friendly assets could be captured making tracking target classes that were previously innocuous essential.
Each node runs a mobile code daemon. The daemon is lightweight with a small memory profile. It can push or pull data files. It is capable of sending, receiving, and/or executing programs. Programs can be executables, shared objects, dynamic link libraries, or interpreted files. The daemons interact as peers. Some peers provide indexing information to locate programs as needed. The number of indexes can vary from one per network to one per node. This allows the system to emulate the peer-to-peer (P2P) functionality of applications like Napster and Gnutella.
One unique aspect of our approach is distributed dynamic linking. At run time, the system is capable of choosing between different implementations of a program. For example, during system development our network consisted of nodes running Linux on both SH4 processors and X86 processors. An SH4 node requesting the same program as an X86 node would receive a different executable. The mobile code daemon is based upon the Remote Execution and Action Protocol (REAP). This protocol is responsible for message passing between nodes within our network. On top of this packet protocol we have developed a framework to allow objects to serialize themselves and travel across the network. At a higher layer of abstraction we have written messages to handle remote process creation and monitoring, simple file system operations, and resource index operations.
The daemon is written in C++. Versions were written for Windows NT, Windows CE , and Linux operating systems to conform with experimental plans for the SensIT WINS nodes. The daemon structure is broken down into several core modules: foundation classes, the networking core, the random graph module, the messaging core, the packet router, the index server, the transaction manager, the resource manager, and the process manager. We will discuss each of these components in turn.
Before discussing the REAP daemon in detail, it is useful to discuss the underlying framework on which it is built. The framework abstracts many of the complexities of systems programming out of the core, into a set of libraries. Thus, we have written our own object-oriented threading and locking classes, whose current implementation calls into the threads library of the underlying operating system. We also rely heavily on a set of templated, multithreaded linked list, hash, and heap objects throughout the code. In addition, there are classes to handle singleton objects, the union-find problem, and object serialization. Lastly, there is also a polymorphic socket library that allows different networking architectures to emulate unicast stream sockets, regardless of the underlying network protocol or topology. These socket libraries are explained in the discussion of the networking core.
The daemon is capable of communicating over several networking technologies. The major ones are: TCP/IP, Diffusion Routing, and UNIX domain sockets. The Diffusion routing interface was written to allow interaction with other SensIT programs. The socket framework is designed so that new protocols are easily inserted into the daemon. To achieve this, an abstract base class 'Socket' includes all of the familiar calls to handle network I/O. Furthermore, all nodes are assigned a protocol-independent unique address. Opening a new socket involves looking up the network-layer address of a node in a local cache, and then opening the lower-level socket. When a cache miss occurs, a higher-level protocol is provided to find the network-layer address. The appropriate socket object is allocated based upon the network-layer address of the destination.
Diffusion provided some interesting challenges because it is not a stream-oriented unicast protocol. Rather, it provides a publish and subscribe interface, and is essentially a multicast datagram protocol. Thus, we had the choice of rewriting the REAP socket protocol as a datagram protocol, or building a reliable stream protocol on top of the Diffusion framework. It was deemed simpler to write a reliable stream protocol on top of Diffusion. In essence, we wrote a simplified userspace TCP stack. The current userspace stack employs the standard three-way handshake protocols for socket open and close, and it also employs a simple delayed-ACK algorithm. This system is implemented as an abstract child of the 'Socket' base class. Our Diffusion driver then provides an implementation of our userspace TCP module. The Diffusion driver performs a role equivalent to the IP layer processing code in most kernels. It receives datagrams from the Diffusion daemon through callback functions, parses the headers to make sure the datagram has reached the correct destination, and then either discards the contents, or passes it up to the TCP layer. These steps were deemed necessary because Diffusion is a multicast protocol, and thus we could not rule out the possibility of datagrams reaching our socket object that were not actually destined for it.
Early on in the project, it became clear that persistent connections between the various nodes was essential. A single file transfer of a shared object could result in thousands of packets traversing the network, and session setup time was simply too long over TCP and Diffusion. To counteract this problem we implemented a system in which sockets are kept open whenever possible. The first implementation of this system opened directly to a destination, and did not support multi-hop routing very well. Under this implementation, socket timeout counters were employed to close underutilized sockets. This method has inherent scalability problems, and we decided a better solution was required.
This better solution involves a multi-hop packet routing network built on top of a random graph of sensor nodes. Each node in the system has four graph parameters specified: minimum degree, maximum degree, cliquishness, and clique radius. The cliquishness parameter defines the probability of a new edge being formed to a node within the clique radius. The minimum degree and maximum degree parameters control how many neighboring nodes can exist at any point in time. The clique parameters allow us to control the size and connectedness of cliques within the graph. Cliques become more important when we investigate the index system.
To add a new edge, a random number is generated to decide whether or not to add a clique edge. Then a random node from the node cache is chosen based upon two filter criteria: the chosen node must have a minimum path length of two to this node, and its minimum path length must be less than or equal to the clique radius for a clique edge, or greater than the clique radius for a non-clique edge.
The messaging system implements the core of the REAP protocol. At its lowest levels, this consists of a packet protocol, on top of which serialized objects are built. The 'Packet' class is nothing more than a variable-sized opaque data carrier that is capable of sending itself between nodes. The header defines enough information to route packets, specify the upper-level protocol, and to handle multi-packet transmissions where the number of packets is known a priori. The options field consists of a 4-bit options vector, and a 4-bit header extension size parameter. The TTL field is used in the new multi-hop protocol to eventually destroy any packet routing loops that might form.
Higher level messaging functionality is handled by a set of classes that do object serialization, and by a base message class. The serialization class in REAP provides a fast method of changing common data types into network byte-ordered, opaque data. The key advantage to this serialization system is that it only handles common data types, and thus has much lower overhead than technologies such as XDR and ASN.1.
The base messaging class provides a simple interface to control destination address, source transaction information, possible system state dependencies for message delivery, and control over sending the message. In addition, it defines abstract serialization and reordering functions that are implemented by all message types.
The serialization class sits beneath the base message class and does the physical work of serializing data, packetizing the serialized buffer, and then injecting those packets into the router.
On the receiving end, packets are received by an object serialization class and inserted into the proper offset in the receive buffer. A union-find structure keeps track of packet sequence numbers, and once it detects that all packets have been received, the message is delivered to a message queue in the destination task structure.
Another interesting feature of the messaging system is the function called 'run'. This function takes a task structure as an argument, and is generally intended to perform some action on the destination of the message.
The daemon packet router has several key responsibilities. The primary one is to use its internal routing tables to move packets from source to destination. The other primary function of the router is to coordinate the dissemination of multi-hop routing data.
The current method of determining multi-hop paths is through broadcast query messages. We gradually increase the broadcast TTL until a route is found, or a TTL upper limit is reached, at which point the node is assumed down. This methodology helps to reduce flooding, while making optimal paths likely to be found. A simple optimization allows a node to answer a multi-hop query if it has an answer in its routing table. Although this system is essentially a heuristic, it tends to work well because failed intermediate nodes are easily bypassed when their neighbors find that they cannot reach the next hop. Of course, this can lead to much longer paths through the graph, but support is integrated to warn of intermediate node failures, and multi-hop cache expire times help to reduce this problem by forcing refreshes occasionally. The multi-hop refreshes are carried out in unicast fashion, and a broadcast refresh is only used if a significant hop count increase is detected.
The actual routing of packets involves looking at the two destination fields in the packet header. First, a check is performed to determine whether the destination node identifier is equivalent to the current node's identifier, or the local loopback address, or one of several addresses that are defined for special purposes, such as broadcast to all members of a clique. The next check is to determine whether the destination process identifier is equivalent to that of the current process. If it is not, then the packet will need to be forwarded across a unix domain socket. If both of these tests pass, then the packet must be delivered to the appropriate task. Because packets do not contain sufficient routing data to deliver them to a specific task, we must recreate the high level message object in the router to determine the message's final destination.
Every task in a REAP process registers itself with the router during initialization. Once a task is registered, it can receive messages bound for any active ticket. Several special tickets are defined for every task that handle task status messages, and task-wide requests. Other tickets are ephemeral, and are allocated as needed.
An important component of the REAP daemon is the index system. This system implements a distributed database of resources available on the network. Each record in this database describes an object of one of the following types: index server, file, executable, library, pipe, memory map, host, or a task. Every record in the database has a canonical name, and resource locator associated with it. Both of these values are stored as humanreadable strings. Besides this, metadata to allow for both data and metadata replication are present. The goal is to have a distributed cluster of index servers that transparently replicate each other's index records, and to have a resource control system that transparently replicates the actual data as well. At this point, the replication technology is only partially implemented.
The index system consists of the following modules: client, server, database, and the associated messaging protocol. The client is responsible for building a query message, sending the message, and either waiting for a response, or returning a response handle to the client in the case of an asynchronous call. The server consists of a pool of threads that poll for incoming messages on the server task structure. When a thread receives a message, it runs the query embedded in the message against the local database, and then sends the results back to the client in a query result message.
The index infrastructure is mainly built upon two message types: a query message, and a result message. The query message consists of an operand tree, some query option flags, and possibly a list of index records. Once the query message reaches the server, it is received by a server thread, and the 'run' function is called. This function performs a query against the index database object, and sends back a result message to the source node. Once these actions are complete, the 'run' function returns, and then the index server deallocates the query object. The index server itself is nothing more than a pool of threads that accept a certain type of message, and then allow the messages to perform their actions. In this sense, the REAP messaging system implements the mobile agent paradigm.
The other major feature of the index system is a system to select code based upon destination system architecture and operating system. To handle this, system architecture and operating system are considered polymorphic class hierarchies. Every index record contains an enumeration defining its membership in each hierarchy. When a system requests object code or binary data, we must ensure that it is compatible with the destination system. Thus, every index query can filter based upon architecture, if desired. When a query indicates that architecture and/or operating system are a concern, then C++ 'dynamic_cast' calls are made to ensure compatibility. Because we are using the C++ dynamic casting technology, supported architectures and operating systems are determined at compile time. It would not be a technically difficult modification to use human-readable strings, and runtime-defined polymorphic hierarchies. However, we chose the compiletime approach because it is faster, and the architectures and operating systems in our lab are relatively constant.
The resource management framework is tightly coupled with the index system. When a client program wants to access a resource, a query to the index system is made. The results returned can then be passed into the resource management object. The resource manager then attempts to open one of the resource from the result set. If possible, one resource from each canonical name in the result set will be opened. Thus, the resource manager is capable of overcoming node failures by looking for other copies of the same resource. The current implementation attempts to open one instance of every canonical name in parallel, and continues this iterative process as timeouts occur. Eventually, an instance of every canonical name will be opened, or the resource manager will run out of instances of a resource in the index result set.
The resource control system is built on top of a client-server framework. This framework was chosen because the types of resources we want to support are generally not concurrent objects. Thus, the resource management system consists of two REAP message types: a resource operation message, and a resource response message. Then, there are two types of resource objects: a client object, and a server object. For any given resource, there will exist exactly one server object, and one client object per task with an open handle to the resource. When a given client wants to perform an operation on the resource, it will send a resource operation message to the server object's transaction address. The server will then call the 'run' method of the message, and through a set of polymorphic calls described below, it will perform I/O operations on the server object. A response message will then be sent to the originating node.
The client and server resource objects are based upon an abstract interface that defines several common methods that can be used on UNIX file descriptors. The major base operations are: open, close, read lock, write lock, unlock, read, write, and stat. In all cases, blocking and non-blocking versions of these functions are provided, and the blocking functions are simply built on top of the non-blocking code.
The last major component of the REAP framework is process creation and management. This portion of the architecture consist almost entirely of message types. The primary message type is a process creation message. This message contains an index record pointing to the binary to execute. It also contains the argument and environment vectors to include, as well. A second message is process creation response message. This message simply contains the transaction address of the newly created process. Finally, task monitoring messages may be used to monitor the progress of a task using the publish/subscribe model discussed in the section on transaction management.
The REAP mobile code daemon permits us to experiment with many different mobile code paradigms over a fault-tolerant multi-platform framework. Because it provides a simple cross-platform, distributed interprocess communication framework, it is very useful for developing systems of collaborating distributed processes. This approach is capable of mimicking all the major mobile code paradigms, as shown in [Orr 2002] . Furthermore, its polymorphic code selection system permits us to use the optimal algorithm on a given system without significant user interaction. Finally, the distributed resource management system allows us to reduce bandwidth and permit concurrent use of resources without breaking normal concurrency rules.
MOBILE CODE API
The following interface was implemented for use within the SensIT community:
The node responds to the following API calls (semantics explained later): -data-vector, output-data-vector, resource-list ,optionalcommand- input-data-vector, output-data-vector, resource-list, optional-command-line) status = pipe(program-class, input-data-vector, output-data-vector, resource-list, optionalcommand- program-class -In the initial delivery this will be a string name that uniquely identifies a program.
input-data-vector -A null terminated array of pointers to strings giving a list of URL's indicating files to be used as input.
output-data-vector -A null terminated array of pointers to strings giving a list of URL's indicating files to be used as output.
resource-list -A null terminated array of pointers to strings of resource identifiers. In the initial implementation, this will be a node name (ex. strange.arl.psu.edu).
machine -A string containing a node name (ex. strange.arl.psu.edu).
optional-command-line -A string defining the command line format for an executable or parameters for a DLL.
port -IP port number of the socket used by the ARL mobile code software to listen for mobile code requests.
machine-info-vector -A null terminated array of pointers to a data structure consisting of pointers to two fields: node_name, and port number.
class-info-vector -A null terminated array of pointers to a data structure consisting of pointers to three fields: class_name, URL, and default command line (possibly null).
Following is the call semantics for the mobile code package: lock -Download a program to a node. Make this program unavailable for garbage collection.
unlock -Make a program previously unavailable for garbage collection, available for garbage collection.
load -If a local node attempts to execute a program not present locally, it can use this call to trigger a network interrupt. First nodes in the neighborhood will be signaled. If they have a copy of the program they will transfer the copy to the requesting node. Otherwise, the network interrupt will propagate through the multi-hop network up to the repository. If the program is found on a node on any of the hops, propagation of the request will stop and the program will be transmitted to the requestor. If the program is found on the repository, the program will be transmitted to the requestor. If the program is not found in the repository, an error condition is signaled.
register_program -Creates a link in the repository between the URL, the default command line and the unique class name. The default command line is either a string giving the command line arguments used when executing the class (including variables for input and output files), or a list of default parameters used when constructing a call to a function in a DLL. In the initial delivery, class name must be unique for each program. In later releases polymorphism and subclasses will be supported.
register-machine -Identifies a machine for use by the Mobile Code software.
list_machines -Returns a pointer to a machine-info-vector. One entry is given for every machine registered with the mobile code repository. This can be used to initialize a system list of nodes the machine can accept network connections from.
list_classes -Returns a pointer to a class info-vector. One entry is given for each class registered with the mobile code repository.
list_available_classes -Returns a pointer to a class info-vector. One entry is given for each class available for use on the node indicated by the machine parameter. If machine is null, the local node is used as a default.
CLASSIFIER SWAPPING
As a proof-of-concept demonstration of the mobile code daemon, we tested a system for swapping classification algorithms on the fly. This allows the sensor network to adapt to changes in its environment. Target classification is a process in which sensor time-series data is used to assign target detections to one of a set of known classes. A vehicle driving by a sensor node could be a tank, a truck, a dragon wagon, a TEL, etc. Many classification techniques exist. In this test we used classifiers developed by Hairong Qi of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville, Akhbar Sayeed of the University of Wisconsin , and David Friedlander of the Penn State Applied Research Laboratory.
To choose between classifiers, confusion matrices were used. A confusion matrix is a matrix where the rows are the actual target classes and the columns are the predicted target classes. Each element of the matrix e i,j expresses the probability that the classifier returns codebook value j when target type i was actually present. For example, the matrix: Another part of the field test tested new classification techniques. Insufficient data was available before the tests to derive reliable confusion matrices for the three approaches used. Our classifier swapping tests used matrices fabricated to best illustrate the software functionality.
To support classifier swapping each node keeps a vector containing the set of target classes most recently detected by the sensor node. 1 The diagonal of the confusion matrix expresses the likelihood that a classifier is correct. The vector of target classes seen recently is multiplied against the diagonal of the confusion matrices for the three participating classifiers. This provides a measure of how well a given classifier should work given the current target mix.
All three participants used a unified classifier Application Programming Interface (API). This integrated the three different classifiers into the tracking process we developed for SensIT via a single call to the mobile code daemon. After each target was processed, the system determined which classifier was likely to work best with the current target mix. The daemon pre-fetches that classifier to be sure that it is present on the sensor node and uses it to classify the next target detected. This illustrates the distributed dynamic linking concept. A single classification call can trigger any of a number of implementations. The system automatically chooses the most appropriate one at run-time.
Implementation of this approach requires passing data to and from the classification program or library routine. The mobile code daemon can replace the routine used at will. We circumvent functionality traditionally given to the linker. We have used two different approaches to this problem: manufacturing call stacks and marshalling data to disk.
DISTRIBUTED TARGET TRACKING
The Collaborative Tracking Network (ColTraNe) is a fully distributed target tracking system. Sensoria Corporation constructed the sensor nodes used. Individual nodes use SH4 processors running Linux and are battery powered. Wireless communication for ColTraNe uses time division multiplexing. Data routing is done via the diffusion routing approach, which supports communications based on data attributes instead of node network addresses. Communications can be directed to geographic locations or regions. Each node has three sensor inputs: acoustic, seismic, and passive infrared (PIR). Acoustic and seismic sensors are omni-directional and return time-series data. The PIR sensor is a two-pixel imager. It detects motion and is directional. Software provided by BAE Systems in Austin, Texas handles target detection. The software detects and returns Closest Point of Approach (CPA) events. CPA is a robust, easily detected statistic. A CPA event occurs when the signal intensity received by a sensor starts to decrease. Using CPA events from all sensor types makes combining information from different sensing modes easy. Combining sensory modes makes the system less affected by many types of environmental noise.
We summarize the ColTraNe process In Figure 2 . 1. Each node waits for CPA events to be triggered by one or more of its sensors. The node also continuously receives information about target tracks heading towards it. 2. When a CPA event occurs, relevant information (node position, CPA time, target class, signal intensity, etc.) is broadcast to nodes in the immediate vicinity. 3. The node with the most intense signal in its immediate neighborhood and current time slice is chosen as the local clump head. The clump head calculates the geometric centroid of the contributing nodes' positions, weighted by signal strength. This estimates the target position. Linear regression is used to determine target heading, and velocity. 4. The clump head attempts to fit the information from step 3 to the track information received in step 1. We currently use a Euclidean metric for this comparison.
5.
If the smallest such track fit is too large, or no incoming track information is found, a new track record is generated with the data from step 3. Otherwise, the current information from step 3 is combined with the information from the track record with the closest track fit to create an updated track record. 6. The record from step 5 is transmitted to the user community. 7. A region is defined containing the likely trajectories of the target; the track record from step 5 is transmitted to all nodes within that region.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the processing performed at any given node to allow distributed target tracking by ColTraNe
Distributing logic throughout the network had unexpected advantages in our field test at Twenty Nine Palms in November 2001. During the test, hardware and environmental conditions caused 55% of the CPA events to be false positives. The tracks initiated by erroneous CPA events were determined by step 3 to have target heading and velocity of 0.0, thereby preventing their propagation to the rest of the nodes in step 7. Thus, ColTraNe automatically filtered this clutter from the data presented to the user. Problems with the Twenty Nine Palms implementation were discovered as well:
• Implementation schedule did not allow the EKF version of step 5 to be tested.
• Velocity estimation worked well, but position estimation relied on the position of the clump head.
• Tracks tended to branch, making the results difficult to decipher (see figure 3a) .
• Tracking was limited to one target at a time.
Continued development has alleviated these problems. The Extended Kalman Filter has been integrated into the system. It improves the quality of both track and target position estimates as tracks progress.
An angle gate, which automatically excludes continuations of tracks when velocity estimates show targets are moving in radically different directions, has been inserted into the track matching metric. This reduces the tendency of tracks to branch, as shown in figure  3b . We constructed a technique for reducing the tendency of tracks to branch. We call this technique lateral inhibition. Before continuing a track, nodes whose current readings match a candidate track broadcast their intention to continue the track. They then wait for a period of time proportional to the log of their goodness of fit value. During this time, they can receive messages from other nodes that fit the candidate track better. If better fits are received, they drop their continuations. If no one else reports a better fit within the timeout period, the node continues the track. Figure 3d shows a target track with lateral inhibition.
The target position is now estimated as the geometric centroid of local target detections with signal intensity used as the weight. Our tests indicate this is more effective in improving the position estimate than the Extended Kalman Filter. The geometric centroid approach was used in the angle filter and lateral inhibition test runs shown in figure 3 and table 1.
Differences between the techniques can be seen in the tracks in figure 3 . The tracks all use data from a field test with military vehicles at Twenty Nine Palms Marine Training Ground. Sensor nodes were placed along a road and at an intersection. In the test run depicted in figure 3 , the vehicle traversed the sensor field along a road going from the bottom of the diagram to the top. The faint dotted line shows the position of the center of the road. Figure 3a diagram shows results from our original implementation. The other diagrams use our improved techniques and the same sensor data. Figure 3a illustrates the deficiencies of our original approach. The tracking process works, but many track branches form and the results are difficult to interpret. Introducing a 45 degree angle gate (figure 3b) reduces track branching. It also helps the system correctly continue the track further than our original approach. Estimating the target position by using the geometric centroid greatly improves the accuracy of the track. This approach works well because it assumes that targets turn slowly and in this test the road section is nearly straight.
Using the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (figure 3c) also provides a more accurate and understandable set of tracks. Branching still occurs, but is limited to a region that is very close to the actual trajectory of the target. The EKF performs its own computation of the target position. Like the angle filter, the EKF imposes a linear model on the data, and hence works well with the data from the straight road.
The lateral inhibition results (figure 3d) have the least amount of track branching. This track is the most easily understood of all the methods shown. It is non-parametric and does not assume linearity in the data. As with the angle gate, the geometric centroid is a good estimate of the target position. We have also tested a combination of EKF and lateral inhibition. The results of that approach are worse than either the EKF or lateral inhibition approaches in isolation.
Our discussion of the track data is supported by the error data summarized in table 1. Each cell shows the area between the track formed by the approach and the actual target trajectory. The top portion of the table is data from all the tracks taken on November 8 2001. The bottom portion of the table is from the track shown in figure 3 . In both portions, the top row is the average error for all the tracks formed by a target. The bottom row is the sum of all the errors for all the tracks formed by a target. Table 1 . Root mean square error comparison for the data association techniques discussed. The top set of numbers is for all target tracks collected on the day of November 8. The bottom set of numbers is for one specific target run. In each set, the top row is the average error for all tracks made by the target during the run. The bottom row sums the error over the tracks. Since these tests were of a target following a road, the angle and EKF filters have an advantage. They assume a linear trajectory. Lateral inhibition still performs well, although it is non-parametric.
RMS for tracks from
If one considers only the average track error, the EKF provides the best results. The original approach provides the worst results. The other three approaches considered are roughly equivalent.
Summing the error of all the tracks formed for a single target penalizes approaches where multiple track branches form. When this is done, lateral inhibition has the most promising results. The second best results are provided by the combination of lateral inhibition and EKF. The other approaches are roughly equivalent.
These results show that the inter-node coordination provided by lateral inhibition is a promising technique. Since it is non-parametric it makes very few assumptions about the target trajectory.
Geometric centroid is a robust position estimator. Robust local parameter estimation provides a reliable estimate of the target's position and heading. Lateral inhibition reduces the tendency of our original tracking implementation to produce confusing interpretations of the data inputs. The system finds the track continuation that is the best continuation of the last known target position. In combination, both methods track targets moving through a sensor field more clearly.
The distributed nature of this approach makes it very robust to node failure. It also makes multiple target-tracking problems easy to solve when targets are much more sparsely distributed than the sensors. Multiple target tracking becomes a disjoint set of single target tracking problems.
Multiple target tracking conflicts arise only when target trajectories cross each other or approach each other too closely. When tracks cross or approach each other closely, linear regression breaks down since CPA events from multiple targets will be used in the same computation. The results will tend to match neither track. The tracks will be continued once the targets no longer interfere with each other. Classification algorithms will be useful for tracking closely spaced targets. If crossing targets are of different classes and class information is transmitted as part of the CPA event, then the linear regression could be done on events grouped by target class. In which case, target crossing becomes even less of a concern. Table 2 compares the network traffic incurred by the approaches shown in figure 2 with the bandwidth required for a centralized approach using CPA data. CPA packets had 40 bytes, and the lateral inhibition packets had 56 bytes. Track data packets vary in size, since the EKF required three data points and a covariance matrix. The table shows that lateral inhibition requires the least network bandwidth due to reduced track divergence. Table 2 . Data transmission requirements for the different data association techniques. The total is the number of bytes sent over the network. The EKF requires covariance data and previous data points. Angle gating and lateral inhibition, require less data in the track record. Data is from the tracking period shown in figure 2.
Note from table 2, that in this case centralized tracking required less than half as many bytes as lateral inhibition. This data is somewhat misleading. The data shown is from a network of 40 nodes with an Internet gateway in the middle. As the number of nodes and the distance to the gateway increases, the number of packet transmissions will increase for the centralized case. For the other techniques, the number of packets transmitted will remain constant. Recall the occurrence of tracking filter false positives in the network, which was more than 50% of the CPA's during this test. Reasonably, under those conditions the centralized data volume would more than double over time and be comparable to the lateral inhibition volume. Note as well that centralized data association would involve as many as 24 to 30 CPA's for every detection event in our method. When association requires O(n 2 ) comparisons [Bar-Shalom 1993] 
this becomes an issue.
To analyze the ability of ColTraNe to track multiple targets we performed the following experiment. Two simulated targets were sent through a simulated sensor node field comprised of 400 nodes arranged in a rectangular grid measuring 8 x 8 meters. Two different scenarios were used for this simulation. 1) X Path: Two targets enter the field at the upper and lower left corners, traverse the field crossing each other in the center of the field and exit at the opposite corners. See figure 4a.
2) Bowtie: Two targets enter the field at the upper and lower left corner, traverse the field along hyperbolic paths that nearly intersect in the center of the field, and then exit the field at the upper and lower right corners. See figure 4b. Calculation of the tracking errors was accomplished by determining the area under the curve between a track plot and the target path to which it was related.
The Collaborative Tracking Network performed very well in the X pattern tests due to the linear nature of our track continuations. Tracks seldom jumped to the opposite target path and almost always tracked both targets separately. Bowtie tracking, however, turned out to be more complex. See figures 5 and 6. Bowtie target paths that approach each other too closely at point of nearest approach (Conjunction) tend to cause the tracks to cross-over to the opposite target path as if the targets' paths had crossed each other ( figure 5 ). Again, this is due to the linear nature of the track continuations.
As Conjunction distance increases beyond a certain point (Critical Conjunction), the incidence of cross-over decreases dramatically (figure 6). Minimum Effective Conjunction is the smallest value of Conjunction where the incidence of cross-over begins to decrease to acceptable levels. According to our analysis as shown in figure 7 , if a Clump Range equal to the Node Separation is used, Critical Conjunction is equal to the Node Separation and Minimum Effective Conjunction is approximately 1.5 times Node Separation. If Clump Range is equal to 2 times Node Separation, Critical Conjunction is equal to 2.5 times Node Separation and Minimum Effective Conjunction is approximately 3 times Node Separation or 1.5 times Clump Range. The significant result of this analysis seems to be that the Minimum Effective Conjunction is equal to 1.5 times Clump Range. This means that ColTraNe should be able to independently track multiple targets provided they are separated by at least 1.5 times the Clump Range. This appears to be related to fundamental sampling limitations based on Nyquist Sampling Theory [Jacobson 2003].
Our work indicates to us that performing target tracking in a distributed manner greatly simplifies the multi-target tracking problem. If sensor nodes are dense enough and targets are sparse enough, the multi-target tracking is a disjoint set of single target tracking problems. Centralized approaches will also become untenable as target density increases. 
7.
INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE SENSING MODALITIES
The PI of this project received Defense University Research Instrumentation Program (DURIP) funding to create an augmented reality smart space, where multiple sensor inputs are combined in a networked environment. The networked environment is made up of multiple heterogeneous processors, including embedded processors. Communications uses both wired and wireless connections. Figure 8 provides a floorplan of the laboratory. As part of the extension to RSN, we were tasked with extending our sensor network approach to sensing modalities that were not included in SensIT work to this point. Figure  9 shows examples of multiple target tracking using video inputs. Much of the logic is similar to the CPA based tracking we have discussed earlier. What is different is primarily the lower level signal processing primitives. In the examples given, we track people. The process is:
• Three different probability distributions (red, green, blue) are retained for each pixel in the image. Each probability distribution expresses the intensity variance of that color band within recent history.
• When pixel values in the RGB bands in the current image are outside the range of values that would be expected based on the current variance, the pixel is marked as being part of the foreground. This allows the system to adapt to regular changes in the environment.
• Morphological processing removes groups of foreground pixels that are not large enough to be of interest. The black (background) and white (foreground) portions of figure 9 provide samples of this process.
• Bounding rectangles are computed for blobs of foreground pixels whose size could represent a human being. The images on the right in figure nine show bounding boxes around human targets.
• A track ID is associated with each bounding box.
• Tracking using the track ID essentially uses the same distributed logic discussed earlier. Figure 10 shows an example of how we extended video tracking to integrate more sensing modalities. A camera cueing system was developed. The floor of the laboratory contains pressure sensitive plates. When a change in pressure is detected in the region a camera is pointed at, the camera is activated. This is an alternative method for tracking pedestrians. Note that our approach integrates infrared and normal video inputs. The laboratory also has an omnicamera video input that has a 360 degree field of view. Combining the perspectives from two cameras would allow triangulation to compute the absolute position of a target. Figure 12 shows the results from a tracking server that was implemented to integrate multiple sensing modalities. The grid shown represents the laboratory environment as seen from above. The yellow rectangle shows a pressure sensitive plate that has detected a significant change in pressure. The red circle in the middle of the yellow rectangle is the current target position. Gray and red rectangles positioned on the perimeter of the field are passive infrared motion detectors, like those used at 29 Palms. Red ones have detected motion. Gray ones have not detected motion. The room also has two ladar devices located on the walls at the top and bottom of the image. Their positions are marked by large blue rectangles. They send out a laser plane. This provides range information across a plane. The purple and white lines in the image show ladar readings. Note that both readings intersect at the target position. The red dotted lines indicate readings from sonar nodes. When the dotted lines end in a red rectangle, an obstruction has been detected. Figure 12 shows an example output from a tracking server that integrates all of these modalities. The process also uses windows, linux, and embedded processors using combinations of wired and wireless communications. In the laboratory all communications is IP based. In our previous work, we have shown our ability to translate this to other approaches, like diffusion. 
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
Sensor networks create a distributed information-processing environment. Sensor nodes in the networks we consider are self-contained battery-powered units with sensors, CPUs, storage, and wireless communications. Each node collects data samples from its environment; evaluates the data; and forwards evaluation results to other nodes.
For many reasons, it is advisable for a large number of nodes to cooperate in the network. Having multiple nodes decreases system vulnerability to single points of failure. Statistical data analysis is more reliable when a large number of data samples are available. Wireless communications are mainly short range due to power constraints and multi-path fading. Using a large number of nodes provides multiple paths for data flow, which makes the network more robust and increases data throughput.
Our approach uses cellular automata models to evaluate distributed application designs. These approaches distribute computation throughout the network. We use Cellular Automata (CA) tools to evaluate and contrast network embedded designs. Our approach combines recent approaches to traffic and urban planning.
CA traffic models look at granular media (automobiles) flowing through constrained pipes (roads). Simulations using CA tools mimic these models. They qualitatively reproduce many empirically observed consequences of complex interactions, such as the wave-like propagation of traffic jams. These CA models are known collectively as "particlehopping" models. We use a particle-hopping model to study data packet propagation in sensor networks. Data packets form a granular medium that moves through bandwidthlimited communications channels.
Urban planning models expand CA's to include mobile agents that inhabit the CA. The "Free Agents in a Cellular Space" (FACS) simultaneously influence and are influenced by the CA they inhabit [Portugali 2000 ]. This extension makes it possible to express distributed coordination problems in a straightforward manner.
Our approach allows us to simultaneously measure and evaluate: • Ability of the algorithms to perform their tasks.
• Resource requirements of different algorithms.
• Global implications of local behaviors.
• The ability of the system to organize itself.
Sensors detect entities in their vicinity and exchange information about the entities. The network as a whole continually provides its user community with up-to-date estimates of attributes describing the entities crossing the field.
Our approach is characterized by:
• Integrating multiple sub-tasks into a single framework.
• Network self-organization built on a publish-subscribe network paradigm.
• Entity detection, classification, and parameter estimation performed locally with locally available information.
• Data association and ambiguity resolution done locally.
• Prediction of future trajectory of the path done locally.
• Local publication of current estimates for consumption by the user community.
All approaches have a self-referential component. Each node makes local decisions based on locally available information. Other nodes are recruited for participation based on their position relative to the local node. This removes the need for central coordination and greatly increases the scalability of the approach. It also increases the system's robustness, since the system is able to adapt naturally to limited node failures. Under some conditions sub-optimal decisions may be made due to the myopic nature of this approach.
Evolving distributed systems have been modeled using Cellular Automata (CA) [Wolfram 1994] . A CA is a synchronously interacting set of abstract machines (network nodes). A CA is defined by:
• d the dimension of the automata • r the radius of an element of the automata • δ the transition rule of the automata • s the set of states of an element of the automata An element's (node's) behavior is a function of its internal state and those of neighboring nodes as defined by δ. The simplest instance of a CA has a dimension of 1, a radius of 1, a binary set of states, and all elements are uniform. In this case for each individual cell there are a total of 2 3 possible configurations of a node's neighborhood at any time step-if the cell itself is considered part of its own neighborhood. Each configuration is expressed as an integer v:
where i is the relative position of the cell in the neighborhood (left=-1, current position =0, right=1), and j i is the binary value of the state of cell i. Each transition rule can therefore be expressed as a single integer r known as its Wolfram number [Wolfram 1994 ]:
where j v is the binary state value for the cell at the next time step if the current configuration is v. This is the most widely studied type of CA. It is a very simple many-to-one mapping for each individual cell.
Four complexity classes have been defined for these models. In the uniform class, all cells eventually evolve to the same state. In the periodic class, cells evolve to a periodic fixed structure. The chaotic class evolves to a fractal-like structure. The final class shows an interesting ability to self-organize into regions of local stability. This ability of CA models to capture emergent self-organization in distributed systems is crucial to our study.
We use more complex models than the ones given by equations (1) and (2). CA models have been used successfully to study traffic systems and mimic qualitative aspects of many problems found in vehicular traffic flow. For example they can illustrate how traffic jams propagate through road systems. By modifying system constraints, it is possible to create systems where traffic jams propagate either opposed to or along the direction of traffic flow. This has allowed physicists to empirically study how highway system designs influence the flow of traffic.
Many of the CA models are called "particle-hopping" models. The most widespread particle-hopping CA model is the Nagel-Schreckenberg model. This is a variation of the one-dimensional CA model expressed by equations (1) and (2). This approach mainly considers stretches of highway as a one-dimensional CA. It typically models one lane of a highway. The highway is divided into sections, which are typically uniform. Each section of the highway is a cell. The sizes of the cells are such that the state of a cell is defined by the presence or lack of an automobile in the cell. All automobiles move in the same direction.
With each time step, every cell's state is probabilistically defined based on the states of its neighbors. Nagel-Schreckenberg's CA is based on mimicking the motion of an automobile. Only one automobile can be in a cell at a time, since two automobiles simultaneously occupying the same space causes a collision. If an automobile occupies a cell, the probability of the automobile moving to the next cell in the direction of travel is determined by the speed of the automobile. The speed of the automobile depends on the amount of free space in front of the automobile, which is defined by the number of vacant cells in front of the automobile. In the absence of other automobiles (particles), an automobile moves at maximum speed along the highway by hopping from cell to cell. As more automobiles enter the highway congestion occurs. The distance between particles decreases and consequently speed decreases.
We adapt this approach to modeling sensor networks. Instead of particles representing automobiles moving along a highway, they represent packets in a multi-hop network moving from node to node. Each cell represents a network node rather than a segment of a highway lane. Since we are considering a two-dimensional surface covered with sensor nodes, we need a two-dimensional CA. The cells are laid out in a regular matrix. A node's neighborhood consists of the eight nodes adjoining it to the North, South, East, West, Northwest, Northeast, Southwest and Southeast. For this paper we assume that nodes are fixed geographically-e.g. non-mobile. A packet can move from a node to any of its neighbors. The number of packets in the cell's node defines the cell's state. Each node has a finite queue length. A packet's speed does not depend on empty cells in its vicinity. It depends on the node's queue length. Cell state is no longer a binary variable; it is an integer value between 0 and 10 (chosen arbitrarily as the maximum value).
As with Nagel-Schreckenberg, particle (packet) movement from one cell to another is probabilistic. This mirrors the reality that wireless data transmission is not 100% reliable. Atmospheric and environmental affects, such as sunspots, weather, and jamming can cause packets to be garbled during transmission. For our initial tests, we have chosen the information sink to be at the center of the bottom edge of the sensor field. Routing is done by sending packets along the shortest viable path from the sensor source to the information sink, which can be determined using local information. Paths are not viable when nodes in the path can no longer receive packets. This may happen when a node's battery is exhausted, or its queue is full.
This adaptation of particle-hopping models is suitable for modeling the information flow in the network; however, it does not adequately express sensing scenarios where a target traverses the sensor field. To express scenarios we have included "Free Agents in a Cellular Space" (FACS) concepts from [Portugali 2000] . Portugali uses ideas from Synergetics and a CA including agents to study the evolution of ethnic distributions in Israeli urban neighborhoods. In the FACS model, agents are free to move from cell to cell in the CA. The presence of an agent modifies the behavior of the cell, and the state of a cell affects the behavior of an agent.
In our experiments, entities traversing the sensor field are free agents. They are free to follow their own trajectory through the field. Detection of an entity by a sensor node (cell) triggers one of the entity tracking algorithms. This causes track information to be transmitted to other nodes and to the information sink. Network traffic is a non-linear phenomenon. Our model integrates network traffic analysis into the tracking algorithm simulations. This includes propagating traffic jams as a function of sensor network design.
The existence and rate of growth of traffic jams around the sink is a function of the rate of information detection and the probability of successful data transmission. Consider false detections in the sensor grid, where p is the false alarm probability. For small p, no traffic jams form. If p increases beyond a threshold , traffic jams form around the sink. The value of appears to be unique to each network. In our model it appears to be unique to each set of CA transition rules. This result is consistent with queuing theory analysis where maximum queue length tends to infinity when the volume of requests for service is greater than the system's capacity to process requests. Traffic flux through the sink is proportional to the number of tracks being monitored, the probability of false detection and the probability of a successful transmission. Assuming a perfect network and non-ambiguous tracks, this relationship is linear e.g.
Where T is the number of tracks and ϕ is the flux. Track ambiguities and networking imperfections cause deviations from this linear structure. The exact nature of the distortion depends directly on the CA transition rule and the type of track uncertainty.
The primary purpose of this part of the project was to create a methodology for designing distributed systems that interact with the real world. CA models allow us to construct models based on the interaction of autonomous nodes. These models include system faults and network traffic. We posit that this type of analysis is important for the design of robust distributed systems, like autonomous sensor networks.
Simple cellular automata can be classified into four equivalence classes. Two dimensional traffic modeling CA are more difficult to classify. The cellular behavior may be periodic, stable and chaotic in different regions of the CA in question. Exact classification may be impossible or inappropriate.
We have shown that for certain probabilities of false positives stable traffic jams will form around the sink location; while for other values unstable traffic jams form. These are traffic jams that continue to form, disappear and reform. This oscillatory behavior is typical of periodic behavior of cellular automata. It is possible to have a stable traffic jam with an unstable boundary.
In the target-tracking context, we have established strong and weak points of the algorithms used. Pheromones appear to be robust, but transmit more data than the other algorithms. They can also be fooled by false positives.
The Bayesian network is effective for reducing the transmission of false positives but has difficulty in maintaining track continuation. Most likely, further work is required to tune the probabilities used.
EKF tracking may not be appropriate for this level of analysis, since it is designed to overcome Gaussian noise. At this level of fidelity that type of noise is less important. The CA model is discrete and the EKF is meant for use with continuous data.
Hybrid approaches may be possible and desirable. One possible avenue to consider is using the Bayesian logic to restrict the propagation of pheromones or to analyze the strength of the pheromone concentration present. Our tracking algorithm development will continue by porting these algorithms to an NS [11] based sensor network simulation of higher fidelity. A live network test is planned for Fall 2003 at a government facility. It would be worthwhile to study the ability of the CA approach to predict behaviors in both the higher fidelity NS simulation, and live networks.
SENSOR NETWORK VIRTUAL ENTERPRISE
Our technology allows virtual enterprises to be constructed on the fly. Nodes' roles are decided dynamically. This significantly increases system robustness by allowing the system to adapt to the failure of individual nodes. The nodes that remain exchange readings and find answers. In this section, we discuss the dependability implications of this approach. We use the application we fielded at 29 Palms as an example. Since the heading and velocity estimation approach uses triangulation, at least three sensor readings are needed to get an answer. In the following, we assume all nodes have an equal probability of failure q. In a non-adaptive system when the "cluster head" fails, the system fails. The cluster has a probability of failure q no matter how many nodes are in the cluster. In the adaptive case, the system fails only when the number of nodes functioning is three or less. Figure 13 . The top line shows probability of failure for a non-adaptive cluster. The bottom line shows probability of failure for an adaptive cluster. The probability of failure for a single node q is 0.01. The number of nodes in the cluster is varied from 4 to 8. Figure 14 . The top line shows probability of failure for a non-adaptive cluster. The bottom line shows probability of failure for an adaptive cluster. The probability of failure for a single node q is 0.2. The number of nodes in the cluster is varied from 4 to 8.
Figures 13-15 illustrate the difference in dependability between adaptive and nonadaptive tasking. These figures assume an exponential distribution of independent failure events, which is standard in dependability literature. The probability of failure is constant across time. We assume that all participating nodes have the same probability of failure. This does not account for errors due to loss of power.
In figures 13 and 14 the top line is the probability of failure for a non-adaptive cluster. Since one node is the designated cluster head, when it fails the cluster fails. By definition, this probability of failure is constant. The lower line is the probability of failure of an adaptive cluster as a function of the number of nodes. This is the probability that less than three nodes will be available at any point in time. All individual nodes have the same failure probability, which is the value shown by the top line. The probability of failure of the adaptive cluster drops off exponentially with the number of nodes. Figure 15 shows this same probability of failure as a function of both the number of nodes and the individual node's probability of failure. 
10.
DISCUSSION
This report provides technical details concerning the work performed on the DARPA IXO SensIT Reactive Sensor Networks project. The project explored a new approach to sensor network design and implementation. A design methodology was created that was inherently self-referential. Each node worked relative to its own position and based on its own observations. In doing so, we also consider potential environmental factors and failure modes. This provides a simple viewpoint for algorithm design. It also allows us to develop simulations to explore the space of feasible algorithms. The very abstract simulations allow brittle approaches to be identified early in the design process. Detailed design work can then concentrate on the approaches with a stronger likelihood of success.
Nodes are also allowed to change their roles dynamically. To support this, we implemented mobile code daemons. The daemons support autonomous software reconfiguration. Analytical results were given that showed how this creates a more robust, dependable infrastructure. Software releases were provided to allow this approach to be used by the wider SensIT community.
To illustrate the feasibility of this approach, we fielded a distributed target tracking system. The multiple target tracking problem was analyzed in detail. We found that the quality of the tracks we produced was limited by data sampling. The sensor density determines the amount of data that is available for track inference. This limitation is basically is the same thing as the Nyquist critical frequency.
We also created a framework for configuring node software so that target classification methods can be changed in response to the observed mix of targets. The network as a whole is thus able to reconfigure its software and adapt to its environment.
As part of our contract extension, the target tracking approach was generalized. We showed how many different sensing modalities could be integrated into the overall framework we proposed.
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